Dallas Municipal Archives
City Secretary’s Office
City of Dallas
1500 Marilla Street 5DS Dallas, Texas 75201
(214) 670-5270

PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTION SERVICES
Price List
Standard paper photocopy
Each side that has recorded Information is considered a page.

$0.10 per page

Reproduction Fee
Digital reproduction for a one-time publication or website use in a single
language in one country. This per-image fee does not include charges for
broadcast or publishing copyright permission.

$25.00 each

Preservation Fee
For-profit broadcast or publishing permission, per image:
Commercial exhibition
Commercial reproduction or re-sale
One-time print use in a single language, worldwide
One-time print or electronic (e-book) use in all languages, worldwide
One-country broadcast use in a single language only
World broadcast use in a single language only

$50.00
$200.00
$50.00
$100.00
$100.00
$150.00

World broadcast use in all languages

$300.00

Non-Profit Fee
For non-profit broadcast or publishing permission, per image:
Commercial exhibition
Commercial reproduction or re-sale
One-time print use in a single language worldwide
One-time print or electronic (e-book) use in all languages worldwide
One-country broadcast use in a single language only

Scanning (one-time publication/research)
Postage & shipping charge (if required for an order)
CD Authoring
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$25.00
$100.00
$25.00
$50.00
$50.00
$0.10/8.5x11 page
$5.00/oversized page
$3.00
$3.00

Notice Regarding Copyright and Ownership
The Dallas Municipal Archives charges non-profit and commercial preservation fees in order to support
the maintenance of our collections. Possessing reproductions of the Municipal Archives’ materials does
not constitute permission to use. While the majority of materials in the Archives are public records, the
City of Dallas asserts its ownership of the originals. Materials owned by the Municipal Archives are not
considered Public Domain.
Materials appearing on the Portal to Texas History, our digital library partnership hosted by the
University of North Texas, are free for the use of students and non-professionals. Professional and
commercial use of images on the Portal requires payment to the City of Dallas.
Digital Scanning & FTP Delivery
Images can be scanned at up to 1200 dpi and produced from transparencies, negatives, or prints up to
8x10. In most cases, the Archives can provide a File Transfer Protocol site [FTP] from which images
can be downloaded. After payment, the address is sent to you, and the images will remain at that site
for 72 hours before the link is removed. Upon request, files can be transferred to compact disk in most
standard file formats. Images are for one-time use only and may not be used for future publication or
broadcast without additional authorization or payment of fees. Typical scans are 300dpi.
Processing Time
Turnaround time for photographic reproductions is seven to fourteen working days (no service on
weekends or holidays) and could be longer due to backlogged orders. Turnaround time is approximate
from the date of receipt. The Archives is unable to accept rush orders, and users are urged to plan
accordingly.
Billing and Handling
All orders must be prepaid. Prepayment may be made by check or money order, made out to the City
of Dallas and mailed to 1500 Marilla Street, Suite 5DS, Dallas, TX, to the attention of the City Archivist.
Credit cards cannot be accepted. Domestic mail orders will be sent first class. Orders may also be sent
via overnight mail services if charged to requestor’s account.
Credit
The required citation for any Dallas Municipal Archives materials used with permission in a publication,
display, or broadcast, or any presentation should read as follows:
[Collection/Image Title]
Courtesy Dallas Municipal Archives, City of Dallas
The Municipal Archives requires a complimentary copy of any product reproducing Archives
images.
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